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The Chicken and the Egg
• iPad – iPhone – Android Devices
• Do you have one?
• Does someone in your office have one?

• Do you consider these devices “business devices,” “personal 
devices,” “family devices?”

• Did you have a strategic plan to use such devices in your 
business or did they just show up in your office? (BYOD vs
strategic plan)



What We’re Hearing
For many medical professionals, work is no longer a place…it’s a function.

Doctors, nurses, and even administrators are saying that they want:

• Ability to work from anywhere
• Freedom from M-F 8 to 5
• Handheld or tablet devices
• Consistency and ease of use
• Reliable solution



What They’re Really Saying
Medical professionals need a mobility solution that enables:

• Ability to work from anywhere Work at home, on the soccer field, while on 
vacation

• Freedom from M-F 8 to 5 Leave early and work after dinner, check a 
patient record on Saturday morning

• Handheld or tablet devices Use whatever device is handy or best suited to 
the situation

• Consistency and ease of use Work the same way with the same resources 
anywhere you happen to be

• Reliable solution It works when you need it



Why Can’t We Have What We Want?

There are many factors to consider when evaluating a mobility solution. Such as:

• Data Integrity – Capturing the correct information consistently and accurately
• Unauthorized Access – Deliberately (hacked) or unintentionally (left computer logged in) 

unauthorized people view data
• Data Loss – Decentralized information can be lost (failed hardware, lost                   

equipment) 
• Data Theft – Mobile access by definition increases risk profile (hackers, stolen equipment)

A mobile device is a computer and must be treated as such.
• Regulatory Compliance – HIPPA, PCI (Payment Card Industry)

Some of the methods to address these concerns have only recently been developed. 
Addressing these concerns requires IT security specialists.



What Needs to be Secured?
What is my Exposure?

Your computer network is complex.
Does your practice have any of the following?

• Email • Mobile Devices • Internet Access 
• Portable Media (Thumb Drives)

• Firewalls • Switches • Printers • Scanners

What security policies and practices govern these things?



How We Do It
• Business processes Password policies, acceptable use policies, web content filtering, 

session limits
• Hardware Disk encryption, data centrally stored (not on device), biometric 

security, MDM services (LoJack/Computrace/AirWatch)
• Software Secure access portals and encryption algorithms, Citrix, 

Microsoft RDS, SSL-VPN
• Services Management of firewalls, routers, wireless access points, 

antivirus and other critical security systems



The Curious Case of Dr. Button
Consider the case of Dr. Button. Dr. Button has a typical 
medical practice that has the following characteristics:

• 3 locations – A “main office” and two satellite offices

• 4 physicians and 20 total employees who rotate amongst 
the offices

• Employees have email addresses

• ACME Medical software which handles patient records and 
billing information

• Employees scan documents and images

Dr. Button works 12 hours a day and encounters many 
frustrations with his technology environment.  



The Curious Case of Dr. Button
For example, when Dr. Button visits a different office, the computers are slightly different. He 
notices the following:

• Different icons and icon locations on each computer
• Printing is difficult and printer names are confusing
• There are different versions of applications on each machine such as Microsoft Office and 

ACME Medical
• There always seems to be some “trick” to get things to work that either changes all the time 

or is too complex to remember

How do we help Dr. Button with this problem?



The Curious Case of Dr. Button
We find that many of our clients prefer a Terminal Services with Citrix environment to address 
these issues.

A Terminal Services/Citrix environment centralizes user profiles on one or more servers which 
provide:

• Standardization of computing environment
• Consistency in operation and interaction
• Easy remote access to a full production environment
• The ability to use most any device to access the environment



The Curious Case of Dr. Button
Dr. Button just got an iPad for Christmas. He wants to use this device to get his company email 
and maybe access the ACME Medical software from home on the weekends.

We can add these applications to the device by using one or more of the following:

• Application Portal
• SSL-VPN with Microsoft Remote Desktop
• Built-in mail.app email client
• iPad compatible version of ACME Medical software

Determining the appropriate approach to adding these types of mobile devices requires careful 
consideration of the environment, the business goals associated with adding such devices and 
the security concerns that goes along with each.



The Curious Case of Dr. Button
Having configured Dr. Button’s iPad to access the various business applications, Dr. Button 
loans his iPad to his office manager Patty to use over the weekend to catch up on some work.

During the course of the weekend, Patty discovers Dr. Button’s email is configured in the native 
mail application and she inadvertently reads one of his emails which contains a discussion 
between Dr. Button and his colleagues regarding another employee’s salary.

How do we prevent this type of problem? By planning ahead we can institute one of the 
following procedures:

• Password protection for email access
• Restrict email access to the authorized session
• Location-based authentication requirements



The Curious Case of Dr. Button
Dr. Button lost his iPad. He’s not sure if he left it in the hotel, the taxi, the airplane or at home!

Data loss and data theft are key concerns for businesses. These concerns only increase in 
complexity and severity when discussing a mobility solution.

Some options for addressing these concerns include:

• Using a Terminal Services/Citrix model for data access
• Using a MDM platform for device protection (such as AirWatch)
• Using biometric security methods
• Using disk encryption technology



Conclusion
• There is an ongoing shift in our thoughts about what constitutes “work”

• There is a “tail wagging the dog” situation in which mobile devices are driving changes in the 
technology environment

• People want to work from anywhere, at any time using the device of their choice

• People want a consistent and reliable computing experience regardless of where they are

• Security concerns in a mobile work environment should be addressed in a planning stage 
that precedes mobile device deployment

• Find a strategic IT partner to assist you in the development of your solution
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